White Blindspot
by Noel Ignatin and Ted Allen
It is only the blindspot in the eyes of America, and its
historians, that can overlook and misread so clean and
encouraging a chapter of human struggle and human
uplift.
-W.E.B. DuBois, Black Reconstruction, An
essay toward a history of the part which black
folk played in the attempt to reconstruct democracy in America, 1860-1880. (p. 577)

Note To The Present Edition
According to my calculations, this is the sixth printing of
White Blindspot; it is reproduced here with no changes. I
wrote the first part in the winter of 1966-67 as a letter of
criticism to the Progressive Labor Party, which is today a
near-forgotten sect, but which seemed formidable at the time.
When PL refused to publish it, it was printed privately by a
group consisting of me, Hilda Vasquez, Esther Kusic and Ted
Alien. The letter to PL together with one to me from Ted,
constitutes White Blindspot.
The article, together with others developing and restating
the theme (some of which are collected in this pamphlet) has
provoked its share of controversy, both informed and
uninformed. In general, I consider the article successful in that
it said fairly precisely what I wanted to say. Nevertheless,
looking back on ten years of controversy, and possessing a
greater knowledge of my audience than I had ten years ago, I
would today write it somewhat differently. There are a few
points in my part of it on which I would lay greater stress, in
order to avoid some misinterpretations by both opponents and
supporters.
I would emphasize that what is being talked about is not
some kind of a stage theory in any way comparable to the
two stages of revolution in a semifeudal nation oppressed by
foreign imperialism. The article explicitly rejects such an
interpretation, but not with sufficient force. Let me repeat
here that the article is talking about only one struggle, the
proletarian class struggle, in which the rejection by white
workers of white supremacist ideas and practices is crucial to
the emergence of the proletariat as a revolutionary class.
The second point I would stress is that the "white skin
privilege" line is not a general policy of lecturing white
workers to alter their thinking and behavior. While some
lecturing is necessary (and some fighting as well) the main
thing involved is an approach toward strategy which is manifested in the choice of slogans and issues, the character of
alliances, methods of organization — in all things which
make up the total line of a revolutionary group.
The third thing I would underline is that "repudiation of
the white skin privilege" does not mean that our major work
should consist of asking white workers, one by one, to give
up their relatively good neighborhoods, jobs and schools in
favor of Blacks and other Third World people (although
individual actions are certainly appropriate and effective at
times). The phrase in quotes refers to a policy of struggle, of
which mass action is the decisive aspect, against the ruling
class policy of favoritism for whites - a struggle which the
article tries to demonstrate, is in the class interests of the
proletariat as a whole.

The emancipation of man is the emancipation of labor
and the emancipation of labor is the freeing of that
basic majority of workers who are yellow, brown and
black.
-Ibid., p. 16
LETTER TO PROGRESSIVE LABOR
In response to your request for comments from readers,
I am writing this letter raising what I consider to be the
fundamental error in your strategic outlook for the revolutionary struggle of the American working class.
In my opinion this error consists of your failure to
grasp and incorporate in your program the idea contained
in the following statement by Marx:
. In the United States of North America every independent movement of the workers was paralysed so long as
slavery disfigured a part of the Republic. Labor cannot
emancipate itself in the white skin where in the black it
is branded. (Capital, Vol.1, Chapter 10, Section 7)
While you pay a great deal of attention to the Negro
liberation movement, and correctly recognize it as a part of
the global struggles for national liberation, you fail to discover the specific role it plays in the proletarian revolution in
the United States. Thus, in your strategy for the proletarian
revolution, you place the Negro question outside of the class
struggle.
In my opinion, you do this in spite of the fact that you
cite Mao's correct words that, 'In the final analysis, a national
struggle is a question of class struggle.' In this letter, I shall
attempt to demonstrate the truth of my criticism and, in the
process, suggest what I consider to be the correct strategy for
the American working class.
THE GREATEST BARRIER
TO CLASS CONSCIOUSNESS
The greateat ideologicl barrier to the achievement of
proletarian class consciousness, solidarity and political action
is now, and has been histocially, white chauvinism. White
chauvinism is the ideological bulwark of the practice of white
supremacy, the general oppression of blacks by whites.
The U.S. ruling class has made a deal with the mis-leaders
of American labor, and through them with the masses of
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White workers today are generally better off than the
black people, who are engaged in a militant struggle for
more jobs, housing and full political rights. But even
today, where white workers are fighting for the same
demands, they are also ruthlessly wiped out, like the
unemployed coal miners of Hazard, Kentucky or the
80,000 laid off white railroad workers, victims of the
Johnson-bosses-union-gang-up or the teamsters shot at in
a recent Tennessee strike.

white workers. The terms of the deal, worked out over the
three hundred year history of the development of capitalism
in our country, are these: you white workers help us conquer
the world and enslave the non-white majority of the earth's
laboring force, and we will repay you with a monopoly of
the skilled jobs, we will cushion you against the most severe
shocks of the economic cycle, provide you with health and
education facilities superior to those of the non-white
population, grant you the freedom to spend your money and
leisure time as you wish without social restrictions, enable
you on occasion to promote one of your number out of the
ranks of the laboring class, and in general confer on you the
material and spiritual privileges befitting your white skin.
Of course there are dislocations in this set-up. Contradictions between antagonistic forces cannot be resolved except
by revolution. The masses of white workers produce vast
quantities of value, and there is consequently an unceasing
struggle over how this value shall be divided - within the preimposed limits of the deal.

They, too, meet up with violent repression at the hands of
the ruling class.
As more and more white workers lose their jobs due to
automation and the inability of the capitalist war
economy to grow along with the population, they too
will have to fight for their economic and political demands, or go under.
The Johnson administration has only one answer for
workers who struggle for a better life-armed terror and
suppression. Just as it commits genocide in Vietnam and
the Congo, the government does not hesitate to use its
army against the black people at home. Similarly, the
same thing is in store for white workers who fight back as
soon as they feel the squeeze.

THE ORIGINAL 'SWEETHEART AGREEMENT'!
But in spite of this unceasing and often fierce struggle,
what exists is an opportunistic "contract" between the
exploiters and a part of the exploited, at the expense of the
rest of the exploited-in fact, the original "sweetheart
agreement"!
Does this mean that the white workers have no revolutionary potential, that they should be written out of the ranks
of the revolutionary forces? Does it mean that, as far as the
white workers are concerned, communists must sit passively
and wait until the ruling class, of its own necessity (e.g. loss of
colonial holdings) moves to cut its losses at the expense of
some of the white workers' racial privileges and attempts to
reduce them to or near the level of black, brown and yellow
workers?
In my opinion it does not mean either of these things. In
spite of their privileges, the white workers (except for the
aristocracy of labor) are exploited proletarians, victims of
"the stupid system of violence and robbery which we call
Law and Industry". (G.B.Shaw) In the struggle for
socialism, as well as the struggle for immediate reforms,
without which the working class will never achieve socialist
consciousness, the white workers, like their black, brown
and yellow brothers, have a "world to win". But--they have
more to lose than their chains; they have also to "lose" their
white-skin privileges, the perquisites that separate them from
the rest of the working class, that act as the material base for
the split in the ranks of labor.
PL deals with the struggle for the unity of the working
class in the following manner, from your convention document.

By rejecting the racist slanders of the press and the
hysteria whipped up by the politicians who serve the
bosses, by supporting the black people in their liberation
struggle, white workers are protecting themselves and
preparing their own defense for the attacks Johnson will
unleash against them when he and his bosses cannot
meet their demands.
THE "PARALLEL STRUGGLES" FALLACY
Both of these passages are representative of the general
line of PL; both avoid the central question of the struggle
against white supremacy. Both explicit and implicit in the
passages cited is the concept that white workers have "their
own class demands" which are separate from the demands of
Negro liberation (which you summarize as "more jobs,
housing and full political rights"), and that in the parallel
struggles of two groups of workers for two sets of demands
lies the path to the unity of black and white workers.
This is wrong on two counts: in the first place, it is not
correct to reduce the demands of the Negro liberation
movement to "more jobs, housing and full political rights" these are the demands of all workers. (Nor is it enough to
toss in the demand for self-determination, as you do elsewhere,
as a slogan for the Negro nation: the writings of Lenin on the
national-colonial question make it abundantly clear that selfdetermination of an oppressed nation is a slogan directed
toward the working class of the oppressor nation.) The
fundamental demand of Negro liberation is and has been for
one hundred years the ending of white supremacy, the
granting to the Negro people of every bourgeois right held by
every other sector of the American people, excepting the
other oppressed national minorities.
In the second place, the ending of white supremacy is
not solely a demand of the Negro people, separate from
the class demands of the entire working class. It cannot be left

The unity of black and white workers can be forged
only in the course of winning the white workers to
struggle against the common class enemy for their own
class demands, and by combating racism and by supporting the cause of Black Liberation.
And in another passage, this time from the editorial on
Watts in the October 1965 issue of PL, we read the following:
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be hired, in accordance with the traditional personnel policy.
Thus we would have a net gain of two jobs for Negroes.
Perhaps exaggerated, but not much. Of course, those who put
forward the demand for the shorter work week as a partial
solution to the problem of Negro oppression argue that
Negroes would benefit from it to a greater extent proportionately, than their numbers in the population, since they
make up a disproportionate share of the unemployed. That is
possibly so. One can concede the possibility (although not the
certainty) that out of the 62 or 63 new workers needed in my
example, maybe four, instead of two, would be recruited from
the ranks of the Negro unemployed; perhaps even the lilywhiteness of the ranks of the assemblers might be tinted a
little.

to the Negro people to fight it alone, while the white workers
"sympathize with their fight," "support it," "reject racist
slanders" etc. but actually fight for their "own" demands.
The ideology of white chauvinism is bourgeois poison
aimed primarily at the white workers, utilized as a weapon by
the ruling class to subjugate black and white workers. It has
its material base in the practice of white supremacy, which
is a crime not merely against non-whites, but against the
entire proletariat. Therefore, its elimination certainly
qualifies as one of the class demands of the entire working
class. In fact, considering the role that this vile practice has
historically played in holding back the struggle of the
American working class, the fight against white supremacy
becomes the central immediate task of the entire working
The incorrect formulations and evasions which abound in
the two passages I have cited from PL documents are not
mere slips of the pen. For nowhere in your literature do we
find a single appeal to the white workers to fight against
white supremacy in the only way possible, by repudiating
their white-skin privileges and joining in a struggle with the
rest of the working class for the demands of the entire class.

"FAIR EMPLOYMENT THROUGH FULL
EMPLOYMENT" — A WHITE SUPREMACIST
SLOGAN
But would this disturb the institution of white supremacy? I am not here opposing the "30 for 40" slogan. But
raising it the way you do, to "curb unemployment, especially
among black, Puerto Rican and Mexican workers", is merely
an echo of the "Fair employment through full employment"
argument of Secretary of Labor Wirtz and other spokesmen
of the "liberal" wing of the ruling class. Even at its best
(which will never be) "fair employment through full
employment" is just another way of excusing the practice of
leaving the Negroes as the last hired. Under such a slogan we
may be assured that the last unemployed man or woman
hired - the one that makes it "full" - will also be the one that
makes it "fair". In other words, "fair employment through full
employment" is another way of saying that job discrimination
against Negroes will be maintained as long as it is possible to
do so.
The point is: raising the demand for a larger slice of the
pie for the working class does not in itself alter the apportionment of the slice within the working class. In fact, the
ruling class has always utilized every concession won from it
to increase the gap between white and black, thus turning
even a victory of the working class into a cause of greater
division. The shorter work week, with the promise of more
jobs for those last hired, does not challenge the pattern of
who shall be last hired, and therefore does not alter the
inequality of white and black workers.
Is it not a fact that there have been times when the
average real income of the Negro worker has increased,
while at the same time the gap between the Negro and white
worker has also increased? Thus, while the living conditions of
the Negro people may have improved for a time absolutely,
relative to those of the white population they deteriorated. To
accept the premise that the way to improve conditions for the
Negro workers is by increasing the proportion of the value
created that goes to all workers is equivalent to
institutionalizing the split in the working class, and accepting
the inferior status of the Negro and other colored workers.

PROGRAMMATIC ERROR - A HYPOTHETICAL CASE
Your wrong theoretical approach to this question expresses itself in a wrong program. Thus, in an article by
Antaeus in PL of Oct.-Nov. 1966, it is stated:
It now remains for a revitalized labor movement, led by
the rank-and-file, to fulfill one of its greatest inheritances
from its glorious past: to fight the "national interest"
squeeze of the Johnsons and the Kennedys, and their
corporate masters; to raise the deteriorating standards of
the working class, to curb unemployment, especially
among black, Puerto Rican and Mexican workers, to fight
all this by launching a nation-wide struggle for shorter
hours at 40 hours pay. (Our emphasis-N.I.)
My, my. It seems that the shorter work week has more
uses than aspirin. Now, it is probably true that the winning of
the shorter work week would provide more jobs for the
Negro, Puerto Rican and Mexican workers.
One can easily compute the mathematics of it: in a
factory presently operating with 6 toolmakers, 60 machine
operators, 60 assemblers, 6 packers and 3 sweepers, each
working 40 hours a week, if the work week were shortened to
30 hours the following changes, more or less, could be
expected: in place of the present 6 toolmakers (all white) 8
would be required to produce the same quantity of value in
30 hours that is produced in 40. However, since there is a
shortage of toolmakers, they would continue on 40 hours,
drawing overtime pay. In place of the 60 machine operators
(all white), 80 would be required; the additional 20 would be
drawn from those assemblers with the greatest seniority (all
white). We now have 40 assemblers left, but need 80; their
ranks would be filled by advertising in the "help wanted,
women" section, or from the ranks of the unemployed white
men. For the increase of two packers required, the plant
would hire one white and one Negro. And finally, to
provide the additional sweeper (couldn't we do without him
since we're now on 30 hours?), a Negro would

"IF YOU WANT SHORTER HOURS,
LET ME TELL YOU WHAT TO DO..."
I would go further - the working class will not be able
to win the shorter work week, will not even be able to resist
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The ending of white supremacy does not pose the
slightest peril to the real interests of the white workers; it
definitely poses a peril to their fancied interests, their
counterfeit interest, their white-skin privileges.

the growing offensive of the ruling class, unless it first
comes to grips with white supremacy as the chief cause of
the division within its ranks.
There is no easy way around this problem. The struggle
against white supremacy cannot be replaced by the struggle
for a larger portion of the pie to be parcelled out unequally
among the workers. The only way to overcome the division
in the working class is by overcoming it.
Elsewhere in your literature you raise the demand that
80% of the jobs in the big industrial plants in the Watts
ghetto should go to the Negro residents of Watts, since they
make up 80% of the area's population. In my opinion, this
demand contains some merit, as well as some faults. But
taking it for its merit, that it raises the need for a more
equal distribution of the existing jobs instead of banking on
the same unequal distribution of new jobs, let me place the
question: for whom is this demand raised? For the Negro
workers and unemployed alone? In that case it is a divisive
slogan, and should be dropped. For the entire working
class? In that case it is, at least partially, a unifying slogan,
and should be supported. But then it is necessary to explain
to the white workers, and especially those white workers at
the big plants in Watts, why they should support such a
demand, even though it apparently threatens some of them
with the loss of their jobs.
It is the same with the slogan which I understand was
raised in the election campaign of Wendy Nakashima (PLP
candidate for state legislature in the 1966 elections - ed.)
in New York City last year. I am told that her demand for
preferential hiring for Negroes and Puerto Ricans received
quite a bit of support in the mainly Negro and Puerto Rican
district in which she campaigned. It is easy to see why. But if
that is a good demand - and I am convinced that it is -then
it must be good also for the white workers, and they must
be explained the reasons why so that they may become
active partisans of it.
For, make no mistake about it, with the U.S. imperialist
economy stagnating or even contracting, the ending of
white supremacy, the ending of the privileged position of
white workers means fewer jobs for white workers, fewer
skilled jobs, poorer housing etc. - if it goes no further than
that. For it is obvious that if the rate of unemployment
among Negroes is lowered from around 25% where it now
stands to about 8% (which is "normal" in this period of
imperialist decline for workers not suffering from national
oppression or "favored" by white supremacy) then the rate
of unemployment among white workers must be increased
from the 5% where it now stands (by virtue of their whiteskin privileges) to the 8% which is "normal". And likewise
with the proportion of skilled and unskilled jobs held by
Negro and white workers, and so forth.

As long as white supremacy is permitted to divide the
working class, so long will the struggle of the working class
remain on two separate planes, one concerned with their
"own" class demands and the other, on a more elementary
plane (but with a much higher degree of class consciousness) fighting first for the ordinary bourgeois rights which
were won long ago for the rest of the workers. As soon as
white supremacy is eliminated as a force within the working
class, the decks will be cleared for action by the entire class
against its enemy.
And what would be the outcome of such a struggle?
Well, consider: if it were not for the ideology of white
chauvinism, the American workers would by now have a
labor party, which would represent a step forward in the
class struggle. If it were riot for the ideology of white
chauvinism, the South would be organized, with all that
that implies. If it were not for the ideology of white chauvinism, the American workers could see clearly the racist,
imperialist, anti-working class character of the U.S. aggression in Vietnam, and oppose it from the only possible proletarian standpoint - opposition to U.S. imperialism.
Communists (individually this is the task primarily of
white communists, although collectively it is the responsibility of the whole party) must go to the white workers and
say frankly: you must renounce the privileges you now
hold, must join the Negro, Puerto Rican and other colored
workers in fighting white supremacy, must make this the
first, immediate and most urgent task of the entire working
class, in exchange for which you, together with the rest of
the workers will receive all the benefits which are sure to
come from one working class (of several colors) fighting
together.
This does not mean that the process will develop in
clear stages, i.e., first the ending of white supremacy, then a
massive struggle for reforms, then revolution. It is probable
that Negro liberation will not take place without the conquest of power by the working class in our country as a
whole. What it means is that, in the course of mobilizing
the entire working class to fight white supremacy some
victories will be won and, most important of all, the ideology of white chauvinism will be widely exposed as the weapon of the oppressor, thus preparing the working class for
the assumption of power. In this way the Russian workers,
led by the Bolsheviks, made the liberation of their "own"
colonies an integral part of their own class demands (now
let us use your phrase without quotation marks) and thus
were prepared to carry out their revolution.
"THE REAL1 SECRET" - AN INSTRUCTIVE PARALLEL

IF IT GOES NO FURTHER THAN THAT...

When we consult the writings of the founders of scientific socialism, we find a wealth of material on this question. In a Resolution on Relations Between the Irish and
the English Working Classes, written by Marx in 1869 for
the International Workingmen's Association, we read the
following:

But please note the phrase in my last paragraph: "if it
goes no further than that". For the consequences of the
ending of white supremacy, which can only be ended by
mobilizing and raising the consciousness of the entire working class, would extend far beyond the point of spreading
out the misery more equitably. The result of such a struggle
would be a working class that was class conscious, highly
organized, experienced and militant - in short, united and ready to confront the ruling class as a solid block.

On the other hand, the English bourgeoisie has not
only exploited Irish poverty in order to worsen the
condition of the working class in England, by the fore29

ed transplantation of poor Irish peasants, but it has
moreover divided the proletariat into hostile camps.
The revolutionary fire of the Celtic workers does not
harmonize with the restrained force but slowness of
the Anglo-Saxons. In all the big industrial centers of
England a deep antagonism exists between the English
and Irish workers. The average English worker hates
the Irish as a competitor who lowers his wages and
level of living. He feels national and religious antagonism towards him. He appears to him in much the same
light as the black slaves appeared to the poor whites in
the Southern States of North America. This antagonism between the proletarians of England is artificially
cultivated and maintained by the bourgeoisie. It knows
that in this antagonism lies the real secret of maintaining its power. (All emphasis in original.)

you are blinded to it by your chauvinist (might as well
speak plainly) lack of appreciation of the significance of the
Negro liberation movement, such as the Black Panther
Party in Lowndes County, Alabama, and the Freedom
Democratic Party in Mississippi, as well as other stirrings in the
same direction throughout the country. Of course these
movements differ in their degrees of clarity and maturity, but
is there any doubt that they represent motion toward a
breakaway from the two-party strangle-hold? Suppose the
Negro people succeed in launching such a party, will it not
contain within it the essentials of a labor party program, in
spite of its label as a Negro party? Will it not then be a
prime task for those armed with Marxist-Leninist theory to
take the program of such a party to the white workers and
rally their support for it, whatever its name? And even if
this party makes its appearance under less than ideal circumstances, for example under the auspices of a demagogue
and opportunist like Adam Clayton Powell, as long as it is a
real living party and not still born like the Freedom. Now
Party of 1963, the same thing will hold true - for let us not
forget that the CIO was born in 1935 by one labor faker,
John L. Lewis, punching another, William Hutcheson, in the
jaw!
If we are dialecticians, we base ourselves on what is
new, and look under the appearance of things to discover
their essence. And one of the essential features of American
history, which must be understood by everyone who hopes to
apply Marxist-Leninist theory to the specific conditions of
our country, is that traditionally the Negro people, for very
real reasons, have carried forward the demands of the entire
working class, cloaked in the garb of Negro rights!
This is true even now of the Black Power slogan, whose
significance is not limited to the Negro people. As a white
worker, I declare that I Would a thousand times sooner live
under the Black Power of Stokely Carmichael than under the
"white" imperialist power of Lyndon Baines Johnson!

And in the same year, on November 29, in a letter to
Kugelman, Marx wrote:
I have become more and more convinced — and the
only question is to bring this conviction home to the
English working class - that it can never do anything
decisive here in England until it separates its policy
with regard to Ireland in the most definite way from
the policy of the ruling classes, until it not only makes
common cause with the Irish, but actually takes the
initiative in dissolving the Union established in 1801
and replacing it by a free federal relationship. And, indeed, this must be done, not as a matter of sympathy ,
with Ireland, but as a demand made in the interests of
the English proletariat. If not, the English people will
remain tied to the leading-strings of the ruling classes,
because it must join with them in a common front
against Ireland. Everyone of its movements in England
itself is crippled by the disunion with the Irish, who
form a very important section of the working class in
England.

THE ONLY CHOICE

Please note the last phrase in the above citation. Now,
if Marx could correctly observe that the Irish workers formed
a "very important section of the working class in England" in 1869, what are we to say of the position of the
Negro workers in the American working class in 1967?

And this is the choice which today, on one level or
another, confronts every white worker. It can be seen
most clearly in Sunflower County, Mississippi, where the
only alternative to Black Power, for both black and
white poor, is Eastland power. But the developing reality of
the class struggle will soon bring forward in dramatic
contrast everywhere the truth that there are only two
paths open to the white workers: with the boss, or with the
Negro workers; abandonment of all claim to share in the
shaping of our destiny, or repudiation of the white-skin
privileges for which we, in our very infancy, pawned our
revolutionary soul.
Another example is the Mississippi Freedom Labor
Union. In your trade union program, you praise it as a
necessary response to the jim crow practices of the labor
brass. Fine! But you treat it as a stop-gap measure until
such time as the racist unions change their policy. Why not
instead recognize it as the kernel of a potential workers'
controlled labor movement for all workers? You
yourselves state that the union officials are now in the
process of converting the unions into a fascist labor
front. Instead of casting around for a way out of this by
looking for some possible new alignments among the
faction-ridden labor brass, why not recognize the importance
of what is really new? In Mississippi we see the

BLACK WORKERS ARE PROLETARIANS NOT "ALLIES" OF THE PROLETARIAT
This brings me to another error you make. For it follows logically from your first error of placing the national
question outside of the bounds of the class struggle that
you also isolate the Negro workers from the working class
as a whole. In actuality, you relegate the Negro workers to
a kind of limbo, peripheral to the main body of the working class, "allies" of the working class - anything but the
integral part of it that they are.
The proof of this assertion lies in your underestimation
of the importance of the Negro liberation struggle for the
future of the American working class. Yes, I say
underestimation, for that is in fact what you are guilty of in
practice. I will give you some examples.
You correctly pose as one of the tasks before
the
working
class
that
of
building
a
third party, a labor party. But just such a
party is being born under your very eyes, and
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amazing (for the US) phenomenon of workers organizing their
own union to fight the bosses. Are you going to let the fact
that these workers are black blind you to the fact that they
are, first of all workers, and leave you standing on the
sidelines with your mouths full of patronizing words of
admiration, unable to see that these black workers are today
the foremost representatives, not merely of the Negro
liberation movement, but of the American working class?
Indeed, under present conditions, with the Negro
liberation struggle moving into high gear while the rest of the
workers remain backward and relatively quiescent, to
speak of the white workers "supporting" the Negro
liberation movement is something of an impertinence. The
Negro liberation movement is today doing more for
socialism and the class demands of the proletariat than any
"working class" movement outside of it, and represents the
firm and reliable support for any progressive struggles which
may develop among white workers. More, it represents a solid
base from which to develop such struggles. But in order to
draw upon the strength of the Negro' people's movement,
the white workers must, first of all, break the links which tie
them to the bosses (to the "leading-strings of the ruling classes," as Marx wrote Kugelmann) by repudiating the white
supremacist contract.

I would like to conclude this letter by referring to the
words of old John Brown. For many years it has been the
fashion in American left-wing circles to pay homage to old
Osawatomie, while ignoring the lessons he taught us. Usually
this is done by dismissing his use of armed struggle under
the pretext that it was "appropriate for another era." But there
was more to Brown than his determination and heroism; he
was a serious and careful student of American social reality.
In his last letter to his family, Brown wrote to his children to
"abhor, with undying hatred also, that sum of all villainies
— slavery."
John Brown clearly understood that all the social evils
of our country were summed up in the "peculiar institution" of
African slavery, without whose abolition progress in any
field would be impossible.
So it was to old John Brown, and so it is to us, his
children. For, all the evils of US imperialist rule in its dying
days - the barbarous wars of extermination launched against
colonial and semi-colonial peoples, the murder by starvation,
the mass insecurity, the fascist clamp being tightened on
the American people, the trampling on culture and the
contempt for the decent aspirations of humanity - all these
are concentrated and summed up in the infernal theory and
practice of white supremacy. Therefore, the attack on white
supremacy is the first order of business for all progressive
forces in our country, and the key to strategy for MarxistLeninists.

THE SUBJECTIVE FACTOR WAS IGNORED...

Fraternally yours,

If this is not done we will see repetition of what has
transpired more than once in our history: the crisis arrives,
conditions worsen, the working people are radicalized - and
then - defeat, because the subjective factor was ignored and
the white-skin privilege and its vile ideology were not
specifically, directly, consistently and courageously
denounced and renounced in words and in deeds.
Up to now in my critical remarks I have dealt only with
the white chauvinism in your erroneous theoretical line. But
you also exhibit its inevitable concomitant: serious deviations
in the direction of bourgeois nationalism. Since I regard the
battle against bourgeois nationalism as primarily the
responsibility of those Negroes imbued with Marxist-Leninist
theory, I will limit myself to pointing out one example from
your literature. In the November-December 1966 issue of
Spark, your west coast paper, you report the speech of John
Harris, whom you identify as a PLP organizer, before a mass
rally in Watts: "Harris talked about the war in Vietnam and
said that Black men should not fight against their Vietnamese brothers, 'who look more like them than the white man
who sent them there."
Such a statement does not require much comment. If
made by a black nationalist, it would be a positive
statement and could be supported, but when made by a
responsible leader of an organization which claims to be
guided by the science of Marxism-Leninism, and then
reprinted in an official publication of the organization, it
becomes nothing more than shallow opportunism.
The vanguard of the working class is the home of the
internationalist workers; while bourgeois nationalism,
outside the party, may on occasion play a positive role,
within the party it has no more place than the white
chauvinism which engenders it.

Noel Ignatin
March 1967
A LETTER OF SUPPORT
Dear Noel:
A few comments on your draft letter to PL:
Esther and I have, until now, been alone in this view and
approach to strategy (at least as far as we know). First of
all, nobody else has even posed the problem of strategy;
they are "all dressed up and no place to go." We were,
therefore, simply exhilarated by your letter; it is a sheer
delight, a bull's-eye scored against a well chosen target. It
will be most interesting to see what PL will do with it. Let
them ignore it at their peril - murder will out!
Some people with whom we have discussed this idea - the
attack against white supremacy as the key to strategy in the
struggle for socialism in the United States — have grasped
the significance of it almost out of sheer class instinct, even
without accepting the basic theory from which it is derived
and is a part. Such encouraging reaction has been more
frequent among Negroes than among whites, but not
exclusively among Negroes.
Others, more frequently whites than Negroes, have
simply missed the essential point because they are afflicted
with what DuBois calls the "Blindspot in the eyes of
America." (Black Reconstruction, p. 577) They have come
to accept the oppression of the Negro as a fourth dimension
of our world, and, so, our point of de-
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the white-skin privileges cannot be the
key for the simple reason that it is not
possible to "sell" the idea to the white
workers, who have those privileges and
are saturated with the white supremacist ideology of the Bourgeoisie.
(Some argue further) That it is not really in the white workers’ interests.

parture has been too subtle for their notice. Most of
them have, therefore, seemed to confuse our attitude
with the general abhorrence of white supremacy (an abhorrence to which all respectable people pretend as a
matter of course). Then they say, in effect, "So - what
else is new?" and proceed to argue along the lines indicated below. In each case, I set forth the lines of our rebuttals to their arguments.

Since this is the whole nub of the task before us,
volumes of articles will eventually have to be written on
it. Therefore, I'll not attempt to cover the ground of reply
in a half-paragraph. But, first of all, those "vanguard"
elements who worry about the difficulty of "selling" the
rank-and-file on the idea of repudiation of the white-skin
privileges should begin their charity at home: they should
first "search their hearts" and ask if they, themselves, are
sold on the idea of repudiating the white-skin privileges,
and if they maintain a 24-hour-a-day vigilance in that
effort. But in more objective terms, those who make this
argument have openly or tacitly "given up on" the US
workers (the white section at least) as a potentially
revolutionary factor. They keep looking for some deus ex
machina to deliver the American workers from what they
regard as a historically "hopeless" position. I venture to
state categorically on the basis of reading and participating
and observing history that socialism cannot be built
successfully in any country where the workers oppose it
- and workers who want to preserve their white-skin
privileges do not want socialism. So, again, in America,
the fight against white supremacy and the white-skin
privilege is the key. (Let us note in passing the implicit
contradiction in their saying that the fight against white
supremacy is "one of the most important" things, and,
at the same time saying that the white workers cannot
be won to it - and note what is implied by it, the
abandonment of one or both, and indeed, of both.)

Argument No. 1: That we exaggerate the importance of
the Negro question.
You see, they are "old hands," "experts" (usually
white) on the "Negro question." All the while their white
blindspot prevents them from seeing that what we are
talking about is NOT the Negro question, NOT, for
instance, the history of the Negro and his struggle for
equal rights, etc. — but (as some Negro publicists have
previously put it) the "white question," the white question of questions - the centrality of the problem of white
supremacy and the white-skin privilege which have
historically frustrated the struggle for democracy, progress and socialism in the US.
Argument No. 2: That while the fight against white
supremacy is certainly important, and
even one of the most important tasks,
it cannot be regarded as THE key;
there are others, equally important,
such as the struggle against the Viet
Nam war and imperialist war in general,
or solidarity with the nationally
oppressed peoples of the world struggling against the yoke of imperialism.
It seems to me that a moment of calm reflection
should suffice to bring one to the realization that the
greatest political, social and ideological bulwark of the
imperialist warmakers and colonial oppressors is precisely
white supremacy in America. Even more than "antiCommunism." For, after all, there are now the "accommodation" Communists and the "bad" Communists. It
has got so you can't get a rise out of people anymore
with "Iron Curtain" and "We'll bury you." But the peril
from those dark-skinned ones, from Lumumba to Mao,
that is something that every white-blooded American is
expected to grasp instinctively. Seriously, what is the
great glaring lack of the peace movement in the United
States? It is the poor grasp on the part of the whites in it
of the connection between the war question and the
struggle against white supremacy, their failure to see the
war in Viet Nam as a white supremacist war and to boldly
challenge it on these grounds. (Of course, there are
exceptions to this among the peace fighters.) Or, again,
what is the greatest strength of solidarity of Americans
with the oppressed peoples of the world? It is the sentiment of the Negro people. And what is the greatest
weakness of that solidarity? It is the habit of white supremacist thinking conditioned by three-and-a-half centuries of oppression of the Negro and extermination of
the Indian in America. Again, the fight against white supremacy and the white-skin privileges is the key.

Argument No. 4: That we - the advocates of the
position set forth in your letter to PL
- are merely whites reacting subjectively
out of feelings of guilt for our complicity in the white supremacist
scheme of life in the US. (As if the
"feelings" could somehow over-match
the actual guilt!)
To any extent that there may be such subjectivism
as they warn us against in our argument, the cure lies in
accepting old John Brown's injunction to his children
(you cite the same letter): "Remember them that are in
bonds as bound with them." As you put it in your letter:
"There are only two paths open to the white workers:
with the boss, or with the Negro workers; abandonment
of all claim to share in the shaping of our destiny, or
repudiation of the white-skin privileges for which we, in
our very infancy, pawned our revolutionary soul." It is
precisely the subjective factor, the fatal flow of the labor
and democratic movement in the United States, the
influence of the bourgeois racist doctrine of white
supremacy, upon which we must concentrate our
attention. That this should have its concomitants in the
subjective feelings of individuals is only normal, and one

Argument No. 3: That the struggle against white supremacy and the corrupting effects of
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~may say, necessary. John Brown was "subjective" about
the abominable system of chattel slavery. (Remember also
Marx's "subjectivism" in his bitter comment to Engels:
"The bourgeoisie will remember my carbuncles!") If
anyone doubts the revolutionary relevancy of such "guilt
feelings," he need only begin to "act them out" and the
bourgeoisie will let him know it through a thousand
agencies!
If that which to us is the big thing is still too subtle
for some very good people to see at first, perhaps we can
take some comfort from the following recollections: In a
letter to Engels (24 August 1867) Marx, speaking of the
just-published first volume of Capital, said: "The best
thing in my book — and on this depends all understanding
of the facts is the two-fold character of labor according to
whether it is expressed in use-value or exchange-value,
which is brought out at once in the first chapter..." Yet
that "best thing" was a distinction which had escaped the
best of the classical political economists, Petty, Smith
and Ricardo, because of the bourgeois blinders which
prevented them from seeing capital as a historical - rather
than a natural - category. Perhaps, too, we can take some
comfort in this situation from recalling that Lenin insisted
on making the whole distinction between a true
revolutionary and "any ordinary bourgeois or petit
bourgeois" in the movement turn upon the acceptance of
the subtle Marxist idea of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Again, congratulations on the excellent job you have
done in your letter to PL.
Ted Allen
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